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PROGRAM
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART (1756-1791)
Quintet for Piano and Winds K.452, arranged for piano quartet (published 1793)
 Largo—Allegro moderato
 Larghetto
  Allegretto

LACHLAN SKIPWORTH
Piano Quartet, ‘Polychronic’

MOZART
Piano Quartet in G minor K.478 (1785)
 Allegro
 Andante
  Rondo (Allegro)

ABOUT THE MUSIC
This concert spans the entire history of the piano quartet, with two works of the ‘father’ of the genre, Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart bookending a new work from acclaimed Perth composer Lachlan Skipworth, titled ‘Polychronic’. 
This 2016 Australia Piano Quartet commission explores the concept of time in different cultures, from the Ancient 
Greek notions of chronos and kairos to ideas about time and its passage in Old Japan and indigenous Australia.  

Mozart’s G minor piano quartet has often been cited as the single piece that led to the establishment of the piano 
quartet genre. Vienna in 1785 was teeming with musical amateurs wanting music to play. Hoping to capitalise on this, 
Hoffmeister commissioned Mozart to write three piano quartets, adding a viola to the traditional piano trio. Mozart  
enthusiastically took up the commission, producing a work requiring such pianistic virtuosity and with strangely dark 
and stormy affects that Hoffmeister promptly rejected it, urging Mozart to "write more popularly or else I can neither 
print nor pay for anything more of yours!"

The popular demand for music that could be played by anyone in their private salons also led to the publication of 
Mozart’s beloved quintet for piano and winds in this arrangement for piano quartet, years before the publication of the 
original. As a freemason, Mozart revered the symbolic, three-flat key of E-flat major and wrote some of his most  
profound and significant works in this key. The work is somewhat operatic, at times sublimely lyrical, at other times 
somewhat comic, showcasing the interweaving timbres and textures of the different voices and resulting in Mozart  
writing in a letter to his father that he considered it "the best work I have ever composed."

             
            Words by Rebecca Chan
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS
The Australia Piano Quartet (APQ) has been Ensemble in Residence at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) since 
2012. In addition to their performances and collaborations at UTS, their busy performance schedule includes series  
presented by the Sydney Opera House and the Melbourne Recital Centre as well as annual international tours which 
have taken them to China, France and the UK including performances at London's Wigmore Hall and Barbican Centre.

In addition to their exploration of canonic masterpieces of the piano quartet repertoire, the ensemble is committed to 
unearthing neglected works of past and present and championing the creation of new work. To date they have  
commissioned over 20 new piano quartets from a diverse range of established and emerging Australian composers 
including Elliott Gyger, Elena Kats-Chernin, Jack Symonds, Paul Dean and Lachlan Skipworth.

APQ’s performances have been broadcast on Foxtel Arts (2015 Helpmann Awards), ABC Classic FM and BBC Radio 3. 
And in 2017, the ensemble will release their first disc, Mozart’s complete works for piano quartet.

For more information about Australia Piano Quartet, please visit australiapianoquartet.com


